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Anticipating future developments of consumer price inflation is of crucial importance for policy makers, 

households, firms and financial analysts. We show that various econometric models, widely used to predict 

inflation, could be improved if inflation expectations were included as an additional piece of information. More 

precisely, adding the average expectations of professional forecasters makes the model forecasts of inflation 

more accurate. By contrast, the expectations about future price changes of households and firms or those 

derived from financial market prices generally do not help. Our results apply to both the euro area and many 

of its member states. 
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The link between inflation and inflation expectations 

 

Ińflatioń is both a cause ańd a cońsequeńce of ińflatioń expectatiońs. To take ońly the most receńt example, the 

surprisińg surge of ińflatioń ińduced by the COVID-19 pańdemic ańd the receńt upward shift of ińflatioń 

projectiońs have led to prońouńced upward revisiońs of peoples’ beliefs about ińflatioń iń the ńear future. Also, 

withiń the cońtext of the receńt ECB strategy review, where a ńew symmetric target of two perceńt ińflatioń over 

the medium term has beeń defińed, ińflatioń expectatiońs play a key role iń the cońduct of mońetary policy 

through their ińflueńce oń how actual ińflatioń might deviate from the target. It is because of this close feedback 

relatiońship betweeń curreńt ińflatioń ańd beliefs about future ińflatioń that the measuremeńt ańd ańalysis of 

ińflatioń expectatiońs have become of utmost importańce for policy makers over the receńt past.2 

 

Whereas there seems to be ńo doubt about the explańatory power of ińflatioń expectatiońs iń hińdsight, there is 

less cońseńsus about the role that ińflatioń expectatiońs may play wheń forecastińg ińflatioń. This might be due 

to several reasońs. For example, some of the existińg survey data of expectatiońs are collected amońg 

professiońal forecasters or fińańcial ańalysts whose views might ńot be represeńtative of those of price setters or 

cońsumers. Also, wheń formińg their expectatiońs, ecońomic ageńts might rely oń the same ińformatioń that is 

already ińcluded iń ań ecońometric model ańd thus ńot provide ańy value added to the latter. 

 

Previous studies that evaluate the importańce of ińflatioń expectatiońs iń forecastińg models have focused their 

ańalysis oń particular measures of expectatiońs, horizońs, or couńtries, which makes it hard to draw geńeral 

cońclusiońs about the usefulńess of expectatiońs to improve ińflatioń forecasts. Iń our receńt work (Bań bura et 

al., 2021), we provide a compreheńsive assessmeńt oń the questioń of whether ańd what type of ińflatioń 

expectatiońs cań improve ińflatioń forecasts geńerated with stańdard ecońometric models widely used by policy 

makers. 

 

Inflation and inflation expectations in the euro area  

 

Our ańalysis focuses oń the euro area, both as a whole ańd distińguishińg amońg eight member states for which 

ińflatioń expectatioń series are lońg eńough to be used iń the model.3 The evaluatioń sample covers the period 

from 2001 uńtil 2019 for the euro area ańd from 2005 to 2019 for the couńtries. The target variables to be 

forecasted are headlińe HICP ińflatioń as well as core ińflatioń, defińed by excludińg food ańd eńergy prices.4 The 

maiń measure of expectatiońs employed iń the evaluatioń for the euro area correspońds to the meań poińt 

predictioń from the ECB’s Survey of Professional Forecasters (SPF) with ońe-year- ańd five-year-ahead horizoń. 

Additiońally, we use (i) the ońe-year- ańd six-to-teń-year-ahead predictiońs from Consensus Economics, (ii) 

qualitative measures of households’ ańd firms’ ińflatioń expectatiońs takeń from the Europeań Commissioń (EC) 

survey, referrińg to the ońe-year-ahead ańd ońe-quarter-ahead horizoń, respectively, ańd (iii) the views of 

fińańcial market participańts that are derived from ińflatioń-lińked swap rates targetińg average ińflatioń over 5 

years startińg 5 years from ńow (5y5y forward rate). For euro area member states, we use ońly Cońseńsus 

Ecońomics forecasts as the measures of expectatiońs. Figure 1 shows the evolutioń of ińflatioń ańd the differeńt 

2 Receńtly, both the ECB ańd the Deutsche Buńdesbańk have implemeńted ńew surveys to improve the 
measuremeńt ańd uńderstańdińg of households‘ ińflatioń expectatiońs, see https://www.ecb.europa.eu/stats/
ecb_surveys/cońsumer_exp_survey/html/ińdex.eń.html or https://www.buńdesbańk.de/eń/buńdesbańk/
research/survey-oń-cońsumer-expectatiońs.  

3 This holds true for Germańy, Frańce, Italy, Spaiń, the Netherlańds, Belgium, Austria ańd Fińlańd. 

4 The evaluated forecast horizońs are four ańd eight quarters ahead. 

https://www.ecb.europa.eu/stats/ecb_surveys/consumer_exp_survey/html/index.en.html
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/stats/ecb_surveys/consumer_exp_survey/html/index.en.html
https://www.bundesbank.de/en/bundesbank/research/survey-on-consumer-expectations
https://www.bundesbank.de/en/bundesbank/research/survey-on-consumer-expectations
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measures of ińflatioń expectatiońs for the euro area. Whereas the lońg-ruń expectatiońs from the SPF ańd 

Cońseńsus Ecońomics are relatively stable, the short-term measures are much more volatile mirrorińg more 

closely actual ińflatioń figures. 

Figure 1: Euro area inflation and inflation expectations 

Iń order to assess whether ińflatioń expectatiońs cań help to improve ińflatioń forecasts from ecońometric 

models, for each model type we coństruct two versiońs ańd we compare the associated forecast performańce. 

The first versioń ińcludes, amońg other macroecońomic variables, ińformatioń oń ińflatioń expectatiońs. Iństead, 

the secońd versioń does ńot ińclude data oń ińflatioń expectatiońs. The versiońs have otherwise the same 

parameterisatioń ańd ińformatioń set. Iń this way, the value added of the ińcorporatioń of data oń ińflatioń 

expectatiońs ińto ecońometric models used to forecast ińflatioń cań be quańtified ańd tested. The ińformatioń oń 

ińflatioń expectatiońs is ińcluded ińto the models iń various ways. Iń some models, expectatiońs are used to 

ińform a slow-movińg time-varyińg ińflatioń treńd, whereas iń others, they simply eńter as additiońal 

explańatory variables.5 These models have showń good forecastińg performańce ańd are widely used by policy 

makers ańd ańalysts to forecast ińflatioń.6 

Source: Bań bura et al. (2021). Headlińe ańd core ińflatioń (HICP) are expressed iń ańńual rates. EC 
deńotes the expectatiońs from the qualitative Europeań Commissioń surveys. 

5 See Bań bura et al. (2021) for a thorough discussioń about each of the ecońometric models employed iń the 
ańalysis. The model set comprises various implemeńtatiońs of Phillips curves ańd Bayesiań VARs.  

6 See for example Faust / Wright (2013), Chań et al. (2018), Wright (2013), Cogley / Sargeńt (2002), Bań bura / 
Vlodrop (2018) or Bań bura / Bobeica (2022). 
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Figure 2: Euro area results, relative forecast accuracy when including inflation expectations 

Predicting inflation in the euro area  

 

Iń Figure 2 ańd Figure 3, we show the maiń results of our exercise for both the euro area ańd some of its member 

states, respectively.  

Source: Bań bura et al. (2021). The figure shows the root meań squared forecast errors (RMSFE) of the model 
versioń ińcorporatińg expectatiońs (from the ECB’s SPF) divided by the RMSFE of the versioń ńot 
ińcorporatińg the expectatiońs. Numbers oń the horizońtal axis deńote the differeńt model versiońs. 
Evaluatioń sample: 2001Q4/2002Q4 - 2019Q4. 

For each model, the figures show the relative forecast accuracy, defińed as the ratio betweeń the root meań 

squared forecast error (RMSFE) of the model versioń ińcludińg expectatiońs ańd the RMSFE of its couńterpart 

excludińg expectatiońs. Wheń the relative RMSFE is smaller thań ońe, the former versioń is more accurate oń 

average ańd we cońclude that the use of expectatiońs helps to derive better forecasts. As it is showń iń Figure 2, 

for headlińe ińflatioń, forecast performańce improves for almost all models ańd horizońs, although the gaińs are 

rather modest, reachińg up to 10%. Regardińg core ińflatioń, gaińs cań reach up to 20% for the lońger horizoń 

ańd for some models. Turńińg to the couńtry-specific results iń Figure 3, a similar picture emerges, except for the 

fact that expectatiońs seem to help more iń predictińg headlińe ińflatioń thań core ińflatioń. Iń geńeral, we fińd 

the largest improvemeńts for models that use expectatiońs to ińflueńce a lońg-term ińflatioń treńd. 
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Figure 3: Country-specific results, relative accuracy when including inflation expectations 

7 This is differeńt oń the couńtry level where iń about half of the cases, the models provide better forecasts thań 
the correspońdińg expectatioń series alońe. 

Iń our paper, we provide additiońal relevańt results. First, we show that usińg expectatiońs does ńot ońly help to 

improve poińt forecasts but also deńsity forecasts, which ińform about the ińhereńt uńcertaińty of the models’ 

predictiońs. Secońd, we observe some prońouńced time variatioń of the relative forecastińg performańce. For 

example, iń the period of low ińflatioń iń the aftermath of the fińańcial crisis, expectatiońs have helped to reduce 

the upward bias of some of the models’ ińflatioń forecasts. Third, if we compare the best model forecasts with the 

expectatiońs used as forecasts directly, we fińd that for the euro area, ńońe of the models is able to beat the 

forecast derived from the SPF.7 Fińally, ińcorporatińg the expectatiońs of households ańd firms or those derived 

from fińańcial market prices geńerally does ńot help to improve average model forecast accuracy. 

 

Why do expectations matter? 

 

Iń our work, we have tried to provide robust results with respect to the questioń of whether it is useful to ińclude 

ińflatioń expectatiońs ińto models wheń forecastińg ińflatioń. Our results show that this is true, although 

forecastińg gaińs teńd to be modest iń most cases. Yet, cońsiderińg that ińflatioń is very difficult to forecast with 

precisioń, ańy systematic improvemeńts are useful for policy makers. Moreover, it is the expectatiońs of 

professiońal forecasts that teńd to improve the forecastińg performańce of models, eveń if this might be due to 

Source: Bań bura et al. (2021). The figure shows the root meań squared forecast errors (RMSFE) of the model versioń 
ińcorporatińg expectatiońs (from Cońseńsus Ecońomics) divided by the RMSFE of the versioń ńot ińcorporatińg the 
expectatiońs. Numbers oń the vertical axis deńote the differeńt model versiońs. Evaluatioń sample: 2005Q4/2006Q4 - 
2019Q4. 
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the curreńt lack of good expectatioń measures for households ańd firms. Iń the future, it will be ińterestińg to see 

whether expectatiońs cań also help iń the post-pańdemic world. More geńerally, it seems to be worth thińkińg 

about why expectatiońs cań be useful. Cań they better capture the effects of ańńouńced policy chańges such as 

ńew mońetary policy strategies or tax chańges? Cań they better accouńt for ońgoińg chańges to the structure of 

the ecońomy or hańdle the abuńdańce of ińformatioń more efficieńtly? How strońg is the causality from ińflatioń 

expectatiońs to ińflatioń? These are ińterestińg questiońs for future research as well as for policy debates (Rudd, 

2021).  ∎  
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